
Using Flow to Solve Problems 

Can we solve the myriad challenges we face with the same type of dialogue that got us here? Of course not. But 
what needs to change? The process of flow represents a unique approach to problem solving that reflects the 
underlying nature of the world: it loosens ego, dissolves conflict, and brings out the best aspects of each of our 
human nature. Yet the reason why flow is crucial for our well-being is that I suspect it also brings about 
“synchronistic” or coincidental circumstances which provide new opportunities that wouldn’t have existed 
otherwise. 

Trained for division and opposition 

We have a world of unprecedented human productivity running parallel to a constellation of frustratingly 
intractable problems. Although the Western scientific worldview advocates breaking things up into pieces and 
studying them separately, attacking these problems individually has had only limited success. We find that the 
solution to one problem typically creates new problems in other areas.  

Similarly, we tend to think that we are playing a zero-sum game. We are often taught (by example if not explicitly) 
that my idea opposes your idea. Culturally we are not highly trained at listening to each other in order to nurture 
collaboration, but we are quite well-trained at convincing each other in order to win a competition. 

Research into “flow states,” originated by Csikszentmihalyi, has led me to understand flow within the realm of 
fundamental physics. From this model, flow seems to emerge as a means of operating which generates not just 
optimal experiences for the individual but also optimal results for the collective. It occurs to me that this method of 
thinking and problem solving is useful, even necessary, to transcend the divisions and oppositions built into our 
modern social structure.  1

Flow can find solutions within ambiguity 

Flow appears to have a very important practical application. I suspect the following principle to be true:  

Flow is a state of being which allows solutions to emerge that optimally serve 
both the individual and the collective. 

In other words, when we make decisions in flow, circumstances arise spontaneously which work for everybody. 
This is supported by Csikzentmihalyi’s statement that flow is about optimal experiences. Think about trying to 
choose a restaurant with a group of good friends: we naturally get into a flow state, and even when our tastes 
disagree we often run across surprise restaurant options which fit the bill perfectly. A corollary from the above 
principle is the following: 

It is possible to solve each of the problems we face in a manner that is 
satisfactory for all involved, at the level of their authentic needs. 

Whereas in the traditional debate model we are required to “take a side,” in flow there are no winners and losers. 

Picture the stage of an American Presidential debate. The moderators push the candidates to take a particular 
stand on each issue, even if they don’t have a clear opinion. We reward those candidates that cut through ambiguity 
and pick a side, often regardless of whether we think their position is well examined. 

1  For a background on my take on flow, see http://www.skynelson.com/blog 



Yet this no longer serves us. In complex, highly networked systems like those existing today, the various sides of an 
issue do not typically oppose each other. Flow encourages us not to assume we are in conflict, because the world 
we live in today has tremendous ambiguity which must be respected, not overruled. Flow taps us into the power of 
the heart to empathise and understand the authentic needs of others, and thereby allows circumstances to 
unexpectedly emerge which provide solutions within ambiguity. 

Respecting authentic needs 

Central to working within ambiguity is the importance of respecting the other person’s experience. In the language 
presented in “Crucial Conversations,”  this means making it safe for all parties to contribute to the “shared pool of 2

meaning.” In the language of nonviolent communication (NVC),  this involves naming the authentic needs of all 3

parties.  

Note that respecting the other party’s experience is not the same as empowering them in faulty conclusions. The 
conclusions we form mentally about circumstances are derived from the experiences we have as human beings. 
The goal is to honor the personal experience of the individual, which we can always empathise with, prior to the 
conclusions that they draw about it, which we will often disagree with. This distinction is crucial for finding 
common ground. 

Distinguishing authentic needs from wants 

You might think it is unrealistic, maybe even undesirable, for all parties to get what they need. We don’t want 
people with malicious intent to “get what they need,” because that threatens the safety of society. It is crucial to 
identify authentic versus inauthentic needs (or “wants”). 

Authentic needs have to do with the authentic personal experience of the individual. We may feel sad, disrespected 
or nervous, and have an authentic need not to feel that way. But inauthentic needs are really conclusions that we 
draw about a situation. For instance, I want to shift business strategies midstream because I feel nervous. The idea 
is that flow can address my need not to feel nervous about our strategy, but the solution may not involve switching 
strategies midstream like I want. Flow indicates that if I carefully watch the circumstances, I will likely have 
unexpected encounters which show me how to allay my fears without making the sweeping changes that might 
conflict with the needs of other people on the team. 

Or consider the statement “I need all people to speak … (insert language) … in my school.” This is not an authentic 
need, but rather a want. An expression of the related authentic need might be “I need to feel respected and safe at 
my children’s school.” Why are these two statements so different? Let’s say your personal experience is that it is 
overwhelmingly difficult to learn the new language while just trying to make ends meet financially. This is at odds 
with my “want,” because no matter how strongly I demand that you change, we haven’t addressed the underlying 
challenge you face, and you will find it impossible to meet my demand.  

NVC teaches that any solution which doesn’t honor the authentic needs of all parties will be limited to only partial 
success. If I jump to “I don’t feel respected, and therefore you must learn to speak my language,” this judgment 
shuts down my ability to empathise (from my heart) with your personal experience. I cut off the possibility of 
emergent solutions that actually achieve my authentic need, in this case feeling respected. What’s more, I do so for 
no good reason: it is my authentic need of being respected that I actually care about. Ironically, my wants are a trap I 
set for myself that stop me from getting “what I really need.”  By contrast, the authentic statement that I need to 4

2  Patterson, K., Grenny, J., McMillan, R., Switzler, A. “Crucial Conversations: Tools for Talking When the Stakes are High,” 
McGraw Hill, 2012. 
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4  Ibid, Crucial Conversations. 



feel safe and respected can lead to actions which do not conflict with your authentic personal experiences. If we 
honor authentic needs, flow can help us by leading us to solutions that we hadn’t considered, such as a facilitated 
monthly intercultural dialogue for parents. 

Where we are now 

NVC’s distinction between authentic and inauthentic needs can help untangle challenges in a variety of areas. In 
business, for example, we frequently mix them up. The inexhaustible demand from shareholders in publicly traded 
companies to show as much profit as possible is actually an inauthentic need. It is a “want” that gets in the way of 
flow opportunities which might simultaneously have maximum positive impact on the community and on the 
company as well.  

This isn’t to say that businesses don’t have authentic needs. Recently 
my friend sold her company after building it from scratch over a 
thirty year period. She wanted to retire and move on from the 
company. Notice that even though I used the word “want,” this is an 
authentic need. If we refer to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, we find 
that my friend’s need to sell her company meets physiological needs, 
safety needs, esteem needs, and self-actualization needs. However, 
the insatiable “need” from shareholders for more production or profit 
doesn’t fit anywhere on the hierarchy. While a company’s ability to 
thrive and provide meaningful work for its employees and secure 
income for its investors is an authentic need, there is a line across 
which financial security is no longer at risk and the efforts to gain 
more become a want instead of a need. This is the point at which they begin to do more damage than good. 

If we want to find a method for connection that serves the greater whole while not detracting from the needs of the 
individuals, it appears that we must be willing to distinguish between needs and wants at all levels of society. In 
order to use flow and find solutions that work for everybody, we can start by: 

1. recognizing and expressing our authentic needs 
2. listening to and respecting the authentic needs of others 
3. noticing when we are getting caught in defending our wants at the expense of the authentic needs of 

another 
4. looking out for unexpected circumstances which may solve our problem to everyone’s mutual satisfaction. 

In doing so, we can allow flow to help find emergent solutions to our challenges in which all parties have their 
needs met. It is my hope that an understanding of flow will be a change in the tide of human relations at all scales of 
human endeavor.  
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